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AAC: Augmentative and Alternative Communication

Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC): 

an umbrella term that encompasses the 

communication methods and tools used to 

supplement or replace speech or writing for 

those with impairments in the production or 

comprehension of spoken or written language.

UnAided Communication 

Facial Expressions 
and Body Language 

Sign Language

Gestures
Vocalizations and 

Verbal Approximations

Eye-Gaze 
(in response to the environment)

Aided Communication 

 

Picture 
Symbols

Low-tech 
Communication 

Boards

C  
B

Lite Tech devices

High-tech 
Dedicated 

Devices
Symbol OR Text-based

Mobile Devices
Symbol OR Text-Based

Communication is soooo much more than words!

● Communicative Competence (linguistic, social, operational, strategic)

● Communication as POWER

● Behavior (good, bad and ugly)

● Emotional Competence

● Opportunities across contexts (structured, unstructured, social, vocational)

● Technology tools

● Multi-modal communication

● Prompting

● Wait time

….and MORE!

http://bit.ly/TFS17CoreVocab


Communication

A message exchanged between 2 people which results 

in a reciprocal interaction.  

GOAL: “Expressing something your 

communication partner didn’t know you were 

thinking.”

Communication Bill of Rights
National Joint Committee for the Communication Needs 
of Persons With Severe Disabilities (NJC)

I have the right to: 

   Be communicated with (and responded to) in

     a dignified manner, and to request, refuse, 

     socially engage, obtain information about the 

     world around me, seek assistance, and have 

     some control over the interactions and 

     activities in which I participate.

Successful Communication is...

● EFFECTIVE: message is understood and a 
         meaningful and appropriate response is provided.

● EFFICIENT: an idea is expressed as quickly as 
         possible with the least amount of effort necessary.

● SOCIALLY APPROPRIATE:  modality that others are able to respond 

to in a reciprocal and reasonable manner.  (not to be confused with 

socially “typical” communication).  Expressing “I don’t want that” 

using words, or symbols is socially appropriate. Crawling under the 

table is not. 

Successful Communication

Modeling is the key!!

Speak for Yourself: 
● An app that capitalizes on motor 

planning for access.  
● Vocabulary can be hidden
● All vocabulary can be accessed in 

1-2 hits. 
● Buttons are quite small. 

0:45 seconds

Communication for a Variety of Purposes

Earliest Communicative Functions: 

● Requesting: Doggie! (reaching for toy 

doggie)

● Commenting: Doggie! (pointing at the 

family doggie or a doggie in a movie)

● Social Closeness: Doggie (child offers 

you his/her toy doggie, inviting you to 

play)

● Refusal

Other Important Communicative 

Functions:

● Asking Questions 

● Responding (important for school)

● Sharing information (first about 

self, then about less salient 

interests)

 

Dispelling misconceptions 
about AAC 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKIbbwM7AcM


 

Romski & Sevcik.  (2005).  Augmentative Communication and Early Intervention: Myths 

   and Realities.  Infants and Young Children.  Vol.18, No. 3, pp, 174-185.

http://www.dynavoxtech.com/implementation-toolkit/learning-paths/list/?id=7 

MYTH: AAC is a “last resort”
Speech-language intervention

Research Review and Anecdotal Evidence shows AAC can play 

many roles in early communication development: 

● Augment existing natural speech

● Provide a primary output mode for communication

● Provide and input and output mode for language and communication

● Serve as a language intervention strategy

Bottom Line: 
AAC can support language development when communication skills are limited.

Speech is different from Language
Speech:

an acoustic signal shaped 
by the position of 

articulators, achieved by 
precise movement of oral 

structures paired with 
airflow. 

Language: 
expression of meaning, 

achieved by arranging and 
rearranging words with 
communicative intent.  

Language skills are extended 
with expanded vocabulary, 

and use of  a variety of 
morphological units.  

“But he can talk”
Communicative Competence is achieved through S-N-U-G: 

Spontaneous

Novel

Utterance

Generation

Imitated utterances are NOT novel.

Prompted utterances are NOT spontaneous.

1-2 word utterances do not capture the breadth of interaction 
when meaning, intent, and/ or need for social engagement are 
present.

Rote utterances are NOT generative.

MYTH: AAC will prevent an 
   individual from speaking

Research Review and Anecdotal Evidence shows that when paired 

with AAC, speech production in individuals with some speech: 

● increases most of the time

● remains unchanged some of the time

● does not decrease. 

Bottom Line: 
AAC enhances an individual’s ability to communicate effectively and independently.

MYTH: An individual can be
    too cognitively impaired to 
     benefit from AAC...or must have 

prerequisite skills. 

Research Review in 1988 investigated “Early Cognitive Skills as a 

Prerequisite for AAC Use: What are we waiting for” …
● Found “no sufficient data” to support the assumption of prerequisite skills.

● Stated that “communication experience can be a vehicle for expanding 

cognitive skills.

● Language helps drive cognitive development, and lack of an expressive 

modality can put children at a developmental disadvantage. 

Bottom Line: 
AAC should be considered for ALL individuals with communication impairments.

http://www.dynavoxtech.com/implementation-toolkit/learning-paths/list/?id=7


AAC Prerequisites
 

MYTH: Speech-generating AAC 
devices are only for children 
with intact cognition.

Historically, SGD’s were less available to young children due to expense and the 

sophisticated cognitive skills needed to operate them.  These factors are no 

longer relevant due to current tech innovations.
● From simple to complex configurations customization features to meet a 

variety of needs are available across platforms. 

● Kids are exposed to tech from very early ages.  It is intuitive to them. 

● A “voice” can facilitate self-identity as well as communication.

Bottom Line: 
Technology-based AAC tools are an appropriate consideration, even for young 
children and children with cognitive impairments .

AAC Tools for Early Childhood: Visual Scene Display

Modeling is the key!!

Engagement and Joint Attention are 
fundamental
● Initiating and maintaining social 

interactions
● Sharing information and expressing 

needs and wants
● Using new words and concepts 

including colors, numbers, and letter 
sounds

● Combining words and concepts to 
express more complex ideas

LAMP
(Language Acquisition through Motor Planning)

Modeling is the key!!

LAMP: Words for Life: 
● A therapeutic approach based on 

neurological and motor learning 
principles. 

● The goal is independent 
spontaneously expression in any 
setting. 

● Creates automaticity!

Go to 2:00

MYTH: There is a hierarchy 
of symbols from objects
to written words.

Research Review and Anecdotal Evidence clearly demonstrate 

language is learned in context, not related to a predetermined 

mode of symbolism. 
● Meaning is created based on interaction + modality + referent.  This builds 

meaning for that referent and modality. 
● The symbol should be cognitively and physically accessible to the child, and 

reflect an understanding of how the child learns and relevant cultural or 
experiential factors. 

Bottom Line: 
Understanding typical language development illustrates that young children learn 
through context not predetermine “rules” related to iconicity. 

Kids learn symbols through context

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1qKQ5L8w5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gqsD5rR8_So


MYTH: Children have to be a
certain age to benefit
from AAC.

Research Review and Anecdotal Evidence clearly demonstrate 

benefit for implementing AAC for young children with a variety of 

severe disabilities. 
● AAC does not impede speech development and can even foster it. 

● As a language intervention strategy, AAC can support language development 

during a crucial period. 

● AAC can provide an alternative communicative means to prevent acting-out 
behaviors

Bottom Line: 
AAC is an appropriate consideration to support language and communication 
development.

Bottom Line: 

A child is never too (anything)for AAC!...

*Remember, AAC encompasses many modalities...not just tech-based tools

... too young, too old, too “low”, too much 
speech

Understanding Language 
Development and AAC 

 

Language Development

Language Development: 

Language is acquired in a relatively predictable fashion, characterized by gradual 

increases in... 

● communicative intents

● use of symbolic communication

● vocabulary repertoire

● utterance length

● use of grammatical forms and markers

Acquisition of language reflects a child’s environment, culture and dialect…it is 

learned through MODELING in NATURAL CONTEXTS! 

Pre-Symbolic Communication
● Pre-symbolic communication is limited to the "here and now." 

● Examples: pointing and gesturing to respond to what one sees, hears or feels in the 
immediate environment. 

Symbolic Communication

● Communication that uses something (e.g. a word, sign, picture, 
etc.) to represent a concept or meaning. 

● Symbolic language permits us to talk beyond the "here and 
now" about things in another time or place. 

● Example: sounds symbolize meaning in our speech while letters 
and words represent meaning in our writing, and in AAC we use 
symbols you can hear, see or feel. 



Language Development

Language Development occurs over time:  

● Language Development occurs over the course of several years; ages 0-5 explode 

with language development.

● Language Explosion at 18 months

● Language is not “An Activity”.  It is embedded in every interaction.  It is not a “time” 
in the schedule.

● Adults are not “Gate-Keepers”.  Kids self-select vocabulary.

Language Development

Language Development occurs over time:  

● Fringe: cup, mama, ball (motivators/wants and needs)

● Fringe + Core: up ball, here mama, get cup (direct actions, wants and needs)

● Core (+ Fringe): no do it, I go up, I want big one, (direct actions, wants and needs, 
you get my cup, doggie on chair comment, describe) 

● Core + Fringe with grammar markers: He pulled (direct actions, wants and needs,
it off, that bike broke, Daddy is coming. comment, describe, share 

information)

Developmental Language Behaviors

Babbling

● Exploration of sounds
● Feedback shapes random sounds into meaningful words.

Example: 
Child: “mamamamama”
Adult: “Mama.  I’m your mama.  Mama loves you!”

AAC Users also engage in babbling: 
● Babbling with AAC is also exploratory.  It is often deliberate.
● Respond meaningfully...even it it seems random.  Feedback helps kids 

understand words have meaning and motivates them to use AAC purposefully.
● Babbling is NOT stimming.

Developmental Language Behaviors
Self-Talk

● Outward vocalization of words, phrases, thoughts or ideas

● Observed in young children, especially 3 and under.  

● Gradually, kids internalize language and self-talk is less evident. 

AAC users also engage in self-talk to:
● Gain ownership of their voice.
● Explore their device, and learn to navigate with increasing purpose. 
● Improve their understanding of their world by generating and repeating 

meaningful words or phrases. 
● Self-talk is NOT stimming.

Developmental Language Behaviors

Repetition

● Provides auditory or other sensorial feedback.

● May be an expression of humor / personality.

● May reflect what a child is exposed to in his / her environment. 

● May elicit a reinforcing reaction from others. 

AAC Users also engage in repetitive “verbal” behaviors:

● (Self) Reinforcing way of learning new words, phrases, ideas. 

● Express emphasis of an utterance.

● To show humor / express one’s personality.

“But it’s Disruptive”

Consider the function of the behavior, and the needs of the student in that moment.  Is it 

appropriate to…?: 

● Be responsive to the language the student is generating.

● Respond to sensory needs. 

● Redirect to another activity, or structured interaction.

● Give time and space away from the group to explore or “chat”...perhaps with a 

peer or adult. 

Be mindful--The AAC tool is the student’s VOICE.  
Any action you take should be thoughtful and respectful!



“But it’s Disruptive”

Taking away a student’s voice is not an option.  
Helping students learn to use their communication tools 

● ...is a developmental process.
● ...takes time. 
● ...may be disruptive, at times

AND ...it takes a village!
BUT...I have 

something to say! 
Where’s my 

voice?

Give language!

 

...without language, there is no way to learn language. 

Core (and Fringe!) Vocabulary

 

Core Vocabulary: The WHAT! 

Core vocabulary is a small set of 
simple words, in any language, that are
used frequently and across contexts 
(Cross, Baker, Klotz & Badman, 1997).

There are just a few hundred 

core words.

Fringe Vocabulary

Fringe Vocabulary is situation specific. The  
importance of these vocabulary words 

changes from context to context 
and from person to person (e.g., evaporation, 

museum, funny, etc.).

There are many thousands of fringe words. 

How do they work together?

           They are not the same! 

             Nor are they mutually exclusive. 

CORE defines FRINGE: FRINGE extends CORE

There are different vocabulary needs and combinations 

for each individual 

and their particular communication skills 

and environments.



So what words make up CORE Vocabulary?

*Based on Modified Fitzgerald Color-coding key       

Another Color-Coding Scheme...

       Goossens,’ Crain, and Elder

● Pink: Verbs
● Blue: Descriptors
● Green: Prepositions
● Yellow: Nouns
● Orange: Questions, negation, 

pronouns, interjections

ADJECTIVES: Big, far, hot, soft, full, crazy, yummy

VERBS: 
go, stop, put, dance, 
help, eat, get, find

PRONOUNS: 

I, you, me, he, her, 

that, it, we

PREPOSITIONS:
in, on, off, between, 

under, through
QUESTION 
WORDS: 
who, what, where, 
when, how, why

NEGATION: 
no, don’t, not

DETERMINERS: 

more, some, 

enough, all done

What the Research Says:
Banajee, DiCarlo & Stricklin (2003).  Core Vocabulary Determination for Toddlers.  

Augmentative and Alternative Communication, Vol. 19(2), pp. 67-73.

● 50 non-disabled toddlers, 24-36 months

● 2 activities each

● 5 different early childhood settings

What the Research Says:
Banajee, DiCarlo & Stricklin (2003).  Core Vocabulary Determination for Toddlers.  

Augmentative and Alternative Communication, Vol. 19(2), pp. 67-73.

Findings: 

● 9 words were consistent for every child, across both activities: I, no, yes, want, 

it, that, my, you, more

● Included pronouns, verbs, prepositions & demonstratives.  NO nouns

● The next 14 most commonly used words included: mine, the, is, on, in, here, 

out, off, a, go, what, some, help, all done/finished

● Different pragmatic functions were represented (requesting, affirming, 

negating)

What the Research Says:
Beukelman, D. R., Jones, R. S., & Rowan, M. (1989). Frequency of Word Usage by 
Nondisabled Peers in Integrated Preschool Classrooms. AAC: Augmentative and 
Alternative Communication, 5(4), 243-248.

● 6 non-disabled preschoolers

● 2 - 7 hour language samples in preschool settings

● Analyzed for: 

○ frequency of word occurrence, 

○ number of total words, 

○ number of different words, 

○ the consistency (commonality) with which individual words were produced 

by the six subjects.

What the Research Says:
Beukelman, D. R., Jones, R. S., & Rowan, M. (1989). Frequency of Word Usage by 
Nondisabled Peers in Integrated Preschool Classrooms. AAC: Augmentative and 
Alternative Communication, 5(4), 243-248.

Findings: 

● Frequency of use data is similar to that reported for adults.

● 100 most commonly occurring words made up 73% of language samples.

● Greater consistency of use for commonly occurring words across subjects than 

for uncommonly used words.  This is consistent with findings for adults.

Examples of Core 

 



Core Vocabulary

 

It’s Universal!!

Project Core
UNC-Center for Disability and Literacy Studies

● High frequency words 

across contexts. 

● Powerful at the single 

utterance level.

● Downloadable formats for a 

variety of access needs. 

● Just Model!!  

http://www.project-core.com/

Project Core
UNC-Center for Disability and Literacy Studies

Resources on website:

● Templates

● Professional Development 

Modules

● Implementation Resources

● Presentations & 

Publications

http://www.project-core.com/

WOW vs. POW
Word-Of-the-Week: 

Targeting key words used across contexts.  Ideally, identify 2 contrasting words of 
the week to provide ample opportunities for understanding the power of each word.  
Use all day, all week. 

Examples:  MORE and FINISHED, STOP and GO, PUT and GET

Per-Opportunity-Words:
Identify key words and phrases within a communication opportunity or activity.  
Include words and phrases for a variety of pragmatic functions:  request, comment, 
ask questions, describe, social interaction, continue or terminate activity

Examples: I like, it is sticky, make it go, help please, what is it, all done. 

http://www.assistiveware.com/wow-vs-paw-two-different-approaches-teaching-core-words-classroom

WOW: Word of the Week

Pros: 
● Focused and targeted.
● Clear expectation of classroom staff to use WOW.
● Lots of repetition helps students learn WOW.

Cons:
● Limited breadth of vocabulary introduced.
● Limited modeling of dynamic use of language.
● Limited use of pragmatic functions within a given interaction.

WOW: Word of the Week
Resources: 

● PrAACtical AAC links
○ Year of Core

● ASF Communication Training Series
○ Core word Series

● Core Word Classroom
○ Core Word of the Week Planner
○ Core Word of the Week Displays

● AAC Language Lab
○ Clinical Lesson Plans

● Teachers Pay Teachers
○ Speech Room News
○ AdaptEd
○ Susan Berkowitz

http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/praactically-october-aac-resources-for-a-year-of-core-vocabulary/
https://www.angelman.org/resources-education/communication-training-series/schedule-recordings/
http://www.angelman.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/ASF-CTS-My-Webinar-Log-by-Topic.pdf
http://www.assistiveware.com/wonderful-core-words-week
http://www.assistiveware.com/sites/default/files/assistiveware-core-word-week-display.pdf
https://aaclanguagelab.com/slp/materials


POW: Per Opportunity (Activity) Words
Pros: 

● Exposes students to an array of vocabulary.
● Encompasses a variety of pragmatic functions.
● Allows for natural and responsive interactions
● Demonstrates dynamic nature of language. 

Cons:
● Greater demand on communication partners: 

○ to be familiar with vocabulary available to students. 
○ to select vocabulary “in-the-moment.”
○ to be responsive to the interaction.

POW: Per Opportunity (Activity) Words
Resources:

● Core Word Classroom
○ 5-Minute Fillers
○ Core Word Classroom Planner

● PrAACtical AAC

● AAC Language Lab
○ Classroom Lesson Plans

● Classroom CORE (Communication Opportunities Readily Engineered) Book
○ Blog Post, Video Overview
○ Templates

WOW and POW

“More than wet toes”

Word of the Week is great for getting your toes wet in the pool of core 

words. But your students need to learn how to swim in the pool of 

language if they are to fully express themselves - they need more than 

wet toes! Take the plunge - the water’s fine!

 

          ~ Jennifer Marden & Amanda Hartmann

Core vocabulary in Leisure
Building toys (blocks, magnatiles, legos):

Put on more

It go up, up, up. 

Put it there.  Does it go?

It comes/falls down. 

Look at that.

Get yellow / triangle / three

My turn.  You do it. 

Can I help?

Core vocabulary in Leisure
Reading Books and Magazines:

I like /don’t like that. 

Let me see. 

Look at that. 

Turn it.  What’s next. 

What is it / that?

Get another. 

Not that. 

I want something different. 

Core vocabulary in Daily Routines
Meal Time / Snack Time (+ Chit-Chat):

I want (apple, cookie).

That’s good / yum.

Not that. 

Help open.

That’s my friend.  He’s cute.

How is your day going?

Did you see (favorite show)?

I can’t wait for art class. 

http://www.assistiveware.com/sites/default/files/assistiveware-5-minute-filler.pdf
http://www.assistiveware.com/sites/default/files/assistiveware-core-word-planner.pdf
https://aaclanguagelab.com/educator/materials
http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/how-i-do-it-classroom-core-book-by-tabi-jones-wohleber/
https://voice.adobe.com/a/bLnxk/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Communication-Aactualized


Core vocabulary in Daily Routines
Bedtime Routine:

Get it (toothbrush).

Put it (toothpaste) on.

Turn it (water) on / off. 

Do (brush) more. 

All done. 

Put (pajamas) on.

Ready.  Help me. 

What (book) do you want?

Let’s read. 

Explore CORE

How many phrases can make 
with these 24 CORE words?

                            

               Consider ALL the reasons students communicate:  

● requesting 

● commenting 

● asking questions

● social exchanges

Expand CORE

Go for it….
What’s the longest phrase you can make ?

              Consider all the reasons students communicate:  

● requesting 

● commenting 

● asking questions

● social exchanges

Puzzle Time

In the Kitchen Descriptive vs. Referential Teaching
Vantatenhove, 2009

Referential approach- 
● common teaching strategy in many classrooms
● focus on critical concepts and topic specific vocabulary
● students are encouraged to demonstrate learning by responding using 

curriculum content words (eg. Herbivore).

http://ilc.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Core_vocabulary_and_descriptive_teaching.pdf


Descriptive vs. Referential Teaching
Vantatenhove, 2009

Descriptive approach- 
● focus on using high frequency, core vocabulary which is already available in a 

student’s comprehensive AAC system.
● students participate and demonstrate learning using common words to 

describe (eg. green things),
● define (eg. eat plants), or
● predict (eg. not eat me). 

Descriptive vs. Referential Teaching
Vantatenhove, 2009

Core vocabulary in Science

Plant Biology: 

How do roots help plants? Get food and water.  It goes up 
through the plant. 

Tell me about photosynthesis? Gives green color.  Makes food from 
the sun. 

How does color help plants 
reproduce?

Bees like colors. It makes the bees 
look and come.  Bees take pollen to 
more flowers. 

Core vocabulary in Science
Geology:

Describe how sedimentary rocks are 
formed. 

Rocks lay on top of rocks, more, then 
more.  It gets pushed down hard for 
a long time.  This makes layers. 

What happens during an 
earthquake?

Land under surface breaks and 
moves.  Everything shakes. 

Describe the Mariana Trench? Deepest, darkest, coldest part of 
world’s oceans. 

Core vocabulary in Literature
Charlotte’s Web: 

How do you know Fern loves Wilbur? She saved him.  She helped him eat 
and drink.  She gave him food, and 
milk. 

Describe Wilbur’s relationship with 
the other farm animals.

He is a friend.  He asks questions and 
wants to know about them.  

Why does Mr. Zuckerman want to 
take Wilbur to the fair?

He feels happy and proud.  He wants 
everyone to see his pig. 

Core vocabulary in Social Studies

Geography: 

Describe the water features in the 
great lakes region.

Many lakes everywhere. Five very 
big lakes, the Great lakes. 

What do you know about the climate 
in the  southwest. 

Not too cold.  Dry.  Warm often.  
Sometimes very hot. 

Why is the Potomac an important 
land feature in the Mid-Atlantic? 

River goes between 2 states.  Before 
(historically) things to buy and sell 
moved up and down the river. 



Core vocabulary in Math
Geometry: 

Describe a right triangle. One corner is like a square.

What do you know about cylinder? Round.  Same as a can / soda.

How are parallel lines oriented? Next to each other.  Same distance 
apart all along.

Animal Habitats

 

Solar System Core it Out with Language of the Lesson

Core Resources Scavenger Hunt

AAC Language Lab

Boardmaker Online

Core Word Classroom

PrAACtical AAC

Classroom CORE (Communication Opportunities Readily Engineered) Book

Project Core

Natural Aided Language

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BzEKKqF5K9fPS3hFdEhOVTRRM0k/view?usp=sharing
https://aaclanguagelab.com/
https://www.boardmakeronline.com/
http://www.assistiveware.com/assistiveware-core-word-classroom
http://praacticalaac.org/
http://praacticalaac.org/praactical/how-i-do-it-classroom-core-book-by-tabi-jones-wohleber/
http://www.project-core.com/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Xom5ijhwHjy2UM8onlPpdOg91Pcng0DUAauyCWXolk4


Teach student how to use 
symbols to communicate. 

Validate 
student’s communication tool 
as an acceptable and effective 

communication system.

Natural Aided Language:  The HOW! Natural Aided Language

Model use of the system by pointing to 
symbols while providing verbal language 
input. 

Use of symbols is modeled in REAL 
interactions, 
NOT “this symbol means (this).”

Did you know?
AMAZING STATISTIC ON LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 
FOR AAC USERS

● A typically developing child gets 4,370 waking hours(!) of 
spoken language input before they begin to speak at around 
18 months.

● If a child learning to use AAC only gets input using their 
aided language tool two times a week for 20-30 minutes 
(aka: only in speech) it will take them 84 years to have the 
same amount of experience with their device as an 18 
month old child has with spoken language (Korsten, 2011, 
QIAT) 

● So, modeling in natural  situations all the time is crucial!!

NAL: How does it work?

Model language naturally (it will be messy at times)….

...all the time!
● Start slowly

● Build on the input you provide as NAL 
becomes second nature

● All the Time! because…

      

Language is NOT an Activity!

Communication Everywhere and All the Time

 

...because 
communication 
tools should be 

put down where 
you put down 

your voice.  

Shaping POWERful Communication Opportunities
● Consider creative alternative modalities for times when a primary device / tool is 

not available or convenient.



Natural Aided Language

 

Natural Aided Language elicits Active Engagement

Think about all the ways kids engage in discourse and learning:

Natural Aided Language elicits Active Engagement
Students with Complex Communication Needs, by contrast, have few 
opportunities to engage in meaningful verbal discourse about their learning. 

– Learning interactions are often limited to choice-making and 
questioning.  

– Questioning often takes the form of “testing.” 

Natural Aided Language elicits Active Engagement
Teach AMPLY, before you “Test”

● Introduce lesson sequence, vocabulary, concepts

● Review background knowledge

● Provide context

● Explain

● Expand

● Review

Invite participation 
with multi-modal 

presentation, 
manipulaives, 

interactive tools, 
etc. 

THEN…
“Test” for understanding

Natural Aided Language
SELF-TALK: 

the act or practice of talking to oneself, either aloud or silently and mentally.

1. Describe with AAC

2. Explain with AAC

3. Problem-Solve / Explore by verbalizing as you use AAC

4. Fix Mistakes

5. Comment with AAC

Natural Aided Language
COMMENT: 

a verbal or written remark expressing an opinion or reaction.

1. Always Relevant

2. Fosters Engagement

3. Meaningful Feedback

4. Fosters social closeness / Builds rapport

5. Grows Language



Natural Aided Language
Be RESPONSIVE: 
receptive to, flexible to, sensitive to, sympathetic to, aware of

Show you are listening!

1. Repeat / Recast for confirmation or clarity
2. Reflect and validate
3. Pause and offer wait time / think time
4. Show engagement.  Be multi-modal.  Engage reciprocally.
5. Give an out

Natural Aided Language
Engagement is the foundation of learning.  For students to achieve active engagement 

they should: 

– be active participants in the learning process 

– demonstrate their understanding in a variety of ways

– be engaged in learning

S’MoRRES (by Jill Senner and Matthew Baud)

A Strategy for Partner Augmented Input

○ S low rate

○ Mo del (point while doing self and parallel talk)

○ R espect and Reflect

○ R epeat

○ E xpand on Utterances

○ S top (pause and allow time to respond)

Model as a MASTERR PAL  (by Tabi Jones-Wohleber)

Training Exemplar Communication Partners:

MODEL as a 

● M otivate

● A ccept multiple modalities

● S tatements more than questions

● T ime (wait time, and time for growth)

● E ngage naturally

● R esponse not required

● P resume competence

● A utonomy before independence

● L et the child lead

Presume Competence

Presume Competence

“ There is nothing in a caterpillar that tells you it’s going to be a butterfly.”
-Buckminster Fuller

Self-fulfilling prophecy-
a prediction that directly or indirectly causes itself to become true, by the 
very terms of the prophecy itself, due to positive feedback between belief 

and behavior.



Presume Competence

S  R

Provide Access and Opportunity

DON’T have a preconceived 
notion of what a student 

will achieve

Use Ability-Positive 
language

Build connections: learning and communication 
emerge from social-emotional contexts. 

Believe in …
Contribution, not just Presence

“Ability Positive” Language
● Descriptive rather than presumptive 

   (“He seeks out books, and ___” vs. “He’s not a reader”)

● Recognizes potential areas of growth rather than lack of skills 

   (“He hasn’t shown us that yet” vs. “He can’t do that”)

● Recognizes it is the responsibility of educators to “think outside the box” to explore 

what a child requires to gain skills

   (“She is complex, and we are still figuring out how she learns” vs. “She is so low.”)

Presume Competence
● Assume each child will learn, communicate and contribute to the classroom 

community.

● Use “ability-positive” language (he will, she likes, he can)

● Respect the child: use language and interaction behaviors that foster engagement 

rather than compliance. 

Thank you for your time!

Teaching CORE vocabulary 

isn't quick or simple 

and it’s not always intuitive 

BUT it is POWERFUL!

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BzEKKqF5K9fPWXhORmRQRjhaUFU

